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A Self-Test of Dynamically Reconfigurable Processors with Test
Frames
Tomoo INOUE†a) , Member, Takashi FUJII†∗ , Nonmember, and Hideyuki ICHIHARA†b) , Member

SUMMARY This paper proposes a self-test method of coarse grain dynamically reconfigurable processors (DRPs) without hardware overhead.
In the method, processor elements (PEs) compose a test frame, which
consists of test pattern generators (TPGs), processor elements under test
(PEUTs) and response analyzers (RAs), while testing themselves one another by changing test frames appropriately. We design several test frames
with diﬀerent structures, and discuss the relationship of the structures to the
numbers of contexts and test frames for testing all the functions of PEs. A
case study shows that there exists an optimal test frame which minimizes
the test application time under a constraint.
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1. Introduction
The reduction in the cost and time for development of
LSIs has been a significant issue. Reconfigurable devices,
which can implement digital systems required by users in
the field, have high potential for solving such a issue. Fieldprogrammable gate arrays (FPGAs) are typical reconfigurable devices. FPGAs have grown in performance and
functionality since they were developed more than ten years
ago, and accordingly they have been used for various application instead of ASICs, not just for prototyping.
Dynamically reconfigurable processors (DRPs) have
been recently developed [1]–[3]. DRPs have several properties which are diﬀerent from those of fine grain devices such
as FPGAs. One is that a DRP is in a coarse grain fashion –
it consists of an array of processor elements (PEs), and the
function of PEs and the interconnects surrounding the PEs
are configured by contexts (or configuration data). Another
is its reconfigurability, i.e., a DRP can switch its functions
dynamically during its execution by loading another context with a single (or a few) clock cycle. These properties
suit applications such as mobile systems, digital audio visual
systems, and network controllers [4], [5], requiring flexibility and performance as well as low power.
Testing of dynamically reconfigurable processors, as
well as conventional digital LSIs, is important, but considerably complex. Like testing of FPGAs [6]–[9], a DRP can
be tested by repeating configurations of the system and apManuscript received April 9, 2007.
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plications of test data to the configured system. The time
required for configuration of an FPGA is much larger than
the cycle time of the configured system, and hence many literatures focused on reducing the number of configurations
for reduction in the total test application time. Unlike FPGAs, however, a DRP can reconfigure itself dynamically at
operational speed, and therefore, in order to perform test application for DRPs eﬃciently, an appropriate combination of
the set of contexts and test data to be applied to the configured systems must be required.
Katoh and Ito [10] proposed a built-in self-test (BIST)
design for processor elements in a DRP. In this method, they
modify registers in a PE so that the registers can be linearfeedback shift registers (LFSRs) for test pattern generation
and multiple-input signature registers (MISRs) with extra
hardware overhead, and achieve small test application time.
In this paper, we propose a self-test method for testing PEs in DRPs without hardware overhead. We introduce
a test frame, which is a fundamental structure of test configurations. A test frame consists of a test pattern generator (TPG), PEs under test (PEUTs) and response analyzers (RAs), which are all composed of PEs themselves. The
pair of TPG and RAs tests multiple PEUTs simultaneously,
and by switching several test frames, all the PEs in a DRP
are tested. We discuss the relationship of the test frames to
the number of contexts required for test and the test application time while exploring several designs of test frames,
and show that our self-test method can achieve test application for DRPs without hardware overhead. Furthermore,
we show that there exists an optimal test frame which minimizes the test application time for a given constraint.
2. Model of Dynamically Reconfigurable Processors
The model of dynamically reconfigurable processors considered in this paper is made by referring to a DRP-1 [1], [3],
which is a commercial coarse grain device. In the following
discussion, we refer to our model of dynamically reconfigurable processors as a DRP for short.
A DRP consists of an array of PEs (Processing Elements), as shown in Fig. 1 (a), whose functions and interconnection can be reconfigured dynamically, i.e., while processing data on each PE, the DRP can change all the functions
implemented on the PEs and the network among the PEs at
a single clock cycle. Figure 1 (b) shows the model of a PE.
A PE has two 8-bit data inputs, one 8-bit data output and a
flag input as well as a flag output, and includes an ALU for
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3. Self-Test of DRPs

(a) Array of PEs.

An eﬀective method for testing complex devices like reconfigurable processors is a divide-and-conquer approach – by
testing all the components of the device severally, we can
eventually achieve the test of the whole of the device. In
this paper, we discuss the testing of PEs in a dynamically
reconfigurable processors. One important approach to reconfigurable devices is self-testing. Stroud et. al. proposed
a method for self-test of FPGAs without hardware overhead [7]. Moreover, since a DRP consists of processor arrays, and hence functional test such as software-based selftest for processors [11], [12] can be also applied to testing
for DRPs. Thus, we apply these concepts to the test of dynamically reconfigurable processors.
3.1 Test Frame

(b) PE with interconnect.
Fig. 1

Architecture of DRP (dynamic reconfigurable processor).

arithmetical and logical calculation, a DMU (Data Manipulation Unit) for bit operations such as shifts and masks, and
a register file. Each PE also has a set of instruction registers.
An instruction register can store a configuration data of its
function as well as interconnection of surrounding buses.
All the PEs are controlled by the state transition controller (STC). The STC broadcasts a context number to all
the PEs simultaneously. The context number is used as a
pointer to the instruction register. Each PE is configured according to the content of the register pointed by the context
number, and its configuration as well as the connection to
other PEs are changed at every clock cycle.
In the following discussion, concentrating the configuration of PEs for testing them, we do not make concrete
assumption about the number of interconnects surrounding
PEs and their switches. Also, we assume that the size of
register file is not restricted, and the time required to execute
any operation in a PE is a constant unit delay independent
of the operation.

In order to test DRPs eﬀectively, we introduce a test frame
as a fundamental structure of test configurations. A test
frame consists of three components: a test pattern generator (TPG), a set of response analyzers (RAs) and a set of
PEs under test (PEUTs).
The TPG, configured by several PEs, generates pseudorandom test patterns for PEUTs. There is just one TPG in
a test frame, and the TPG is shared by all the PEUTs, i.e.,
the patterns generated by the TPG are distributed into all the
PEUTs in parallel† .
A certain number of PEUTs compose a block in which
all the PEs configure the same function. Note that, since all
the PEUTs are fed with the same patterns by the TPG, all the
output responses from the PEUTs are identical unless there
exists a faulty PEUT.
An RA is also composed of several PEs. It receives the
output responses from a PEUT block, and detects a faulty
PE in the block by comparing the output responses – a faulty
PE will have an erroneous output which is diﬀerent from
those of the other (fault free) PEs in the same block. When
detecting some error in an output response from a block, the
RA stores the error into its signature register. By checking
the content of the signature register after finishing the test
application with a test frame, we can identify the existence
of faulty PEs. Note that every PEUT block requires one RA,
and the number of PEs required to compose the corresponding RA increases in proportion to the number of PEUTs in
a block.
Figure 2 shows an example of a test frame. In this test
frame, the TPG, PEUTs, RAs are composed of 11, 24 and
28 PEs, respectively. This test frame F1 has 6 PEUT blocks,
and each block includes 4 PEs. The data outputs are observed by a single RA, while the flag outputs are observed
†
In general, diﬀerent functions require diﬀerent complete test
sets. We consider, however, that the TPG generates test patterns
common among the functions to be tested. As mentioned below,
an LFSR, which is a pseudo-random pattern generator, is such a
TPG.
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Fig. 3

Test frame shifting.

(a) TPG.
(a) Components in test frame.

(b) RA.
Fig. 4

(b) Interconnect between TPG, PEUT block and RAs.
Fig. 2

fault, i.e., at most one faulty PE occurs. By designing appropriate test frames, we can apply this test concept to diﬀerent
fault models.

Test frame F1 .

by another RA. As shown in this example, some PE may be
idle. Note that the function configured in a PEUT block can
be diﬀerent from that in another.
The test application for PEs can be completed by
switching diﬀerent test frames so as to cover all the PEs
with every PEUT block (Fig. 3). In other words, PEs test
themselves by shifting their roles in test frames. Let n p be
the number of PEUTs in a test frame. The number of test
frames required for testing for all PEs can be expressed as
n f = MN/n p ,

Data flow graphs of TPG and RA in test frame F1 .

(1)

where N and M are the numbers of PEs in the DRP and of
functions that can be performed by the PE, respectively† .
For example, using the test frame shown in Fig. 2, when the
number N of PEs on a DRP is 64 and the number M of
functions to be tested is 10, we need n f = 10 × 64/24 = 27
test frames.
In the following discussion, we assume a single PE

3.2 Configurations of TPG and RAs
Figure 4 (a) shows an example of implementation of the
TPG, which configures a 24-bit LFSR. In this figure, a
vertex represents an operation (or instruction) which is executed by a single PE, and an edge represents a variable.
The digit “1” at the left side denotes a control step, i.e.,
this data flow is executed in one cycle. Note that the operations in the same control step are executed on their separate PEs, and hence the number of PEs required for this
TPG is 11. Furthermore, some operations or PEs are connected without registers (i.e., they are chained), and the cycle time of this flow requires 4 unit delays (a critical path is
(AND, SUB, AND, EXOR).)
The set of variables v1 , v2 and v3 denotes a current state
of the shift register, and the set of constants P1 , P2 and P3
†
The number of test patterns for each function is assumed to
be identical for the sake of simplicity.
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represents a characteristic polynomials of the LFSR. A pattern (v1 , v2 , v3 ) is generated in a single latency whose cycle
time is 4 unit delays, and is applied to PEUTs while stored
as the next state of the LFSR. For applying a test to a PE
block which has two 8-bit data inputs and one 1-bit flag input (17 bits in total) (Fig. 2 (b)), 17 of 24 bits in a pattern
(v1 , v2 , v3 ) generated by the LFSR can be used† .
Figure 4 (b) shows an example of implementation of an
RA comparing the data output responses obtained from the
PEs via its input (i1 , i2 , i3 , i4 ). If one of the output responses
is diﬀerent from the others, a result including bit 1 s will be
stored as a signature a at a register. If the resultant signature
a remaining after test application includes no bit 1, all the
PEs in the corresponding block are fault free. The number
of PEs required for this RA is 4. The latency is one, and its
cycle time is 3 unit delays.
The test latency of a test frame, referring to the number of cycles required for applying a test pattern to PEUTs
and for storing the corresponding responses to the register
of RAs in the test frame, can be expressed as the sum of latencies of the TPG and an RA plus one cycle for a PEUT
block. The resources (or PEs) of the components TPG,
PEUT and RA are independent of one another, and hence
they can perform in a pipeline fashion where the number of
stages is three: test pattern generation (TPG), test application (PEUT) and response observation (RA). Thus, the test
application time for testing all the PEUTs with a test frame
F is denoted by
T = tc n f (NT P − 1 + λ) + T L

(2)

where tc is the cycle time of F (or the maximum cycle time
of the components), n f is the number of test frames (Eq. (1)),
NT P is the number of test patterns for a function of the PE, λ
is the test latency of F, and T L is the time required for loading configuration data. Note that T L depends on the scheme
for loading configuration data. For example, if the DRP can
load configuration data while it operates, the loading time is
considerably small. For example, when using the test frame
F1 shown in Fig. 2 (TPG and RA are shown in Figs. 4 (a)
and (b), respectively.), its test latency is λ = 1 + 1 + 1 = 3
with cycle time 4, and thus the test application time can be
expressed as T = 4×27(NT P −1+3)+T L = 108NT P +216+T L .
3.3 Optimal Test Frame for Test Application Time
Figure 5 shows another implementation of TPG. The latency of this TPG is 2, while the number of PEs for it is 6,
derived from the maximum number of operations for all the
control steps. Note that the latency of a TPG corresponds
to the number of contexts required for this TPG. According to the implementation of the TPG, the RA can be also
implemented so as to reduce the number of PEs for the RA
with the same latency, and we can obtain another test frame
as shown in Fig. 6. As shown in this figure, the numbers of
PEs for the TPG and RAs are 6 and 22 respectively (each
RA consists of one PE), and consequently the number of
PEUTs can be 36. Thus, all the PEUTs can be covered with

Fig. 5

Data flow graph of TPG in test frame F2 .

Fig. 6

Test frame F2 .

n f = 17 test frames.
Note that the latency of the TPG (Fig. 4) in test frame
F1 is one, while that of the TPG (Fig. 5) is two. This means
that the TPG in test frame F2 requires two instructions or
contexts. The maximum latency of the components (TPG,
PEUT and RA) corresponds to the number of cycles required for each stage in the pipeline application, and it is
equal to the number of contexts required for a test frame.
Therefore, by denoting the number of contexts required for
a test frame as n f c , we can rewrite Eq. (2) as
T = tc n f (n f c (NT P − 1) + λ) + T L .

(3)

Hence, the test application time with test frame F2 is derived
from T = 2×17×(2×(NT P −1)+5)+T L = 68NT P +102+T L .
From the above observation we can see that according
to the number of PEs required for the TPG, the number of
PEUTs that can be tested with each test frame will change
while the cycle time and the test latency of the test frame
also diﬀer. Thus, it is important to choose an appropriate
test frame for reducing the total test application time.
Here, let nt and nr be the numbers of PEs required for
TPG and RA, respectively. The numbers nt and nr aﬀect
all the parameters in Eq. (3). The relationship between nt /nr
and the other parameters are determined by the scheduling
and binding for TPGs and RAs.
In order to analyze the relationship among the numbers
†
A preliminary experimental result shows that the number of
test patterns required by the TPG (or LFSR) is 3,000 enough for
testing any function under consideration. The details are discussed
in Sect. 3.4.
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test
frame

test
latency
λ

TPG
nt

F1
F2
F3
F4

3
5
9
13

11
6
3
2

Table 1 Characteristics of test frames.
#PEs
#test
#contexts per
RAs
PEUTs frames
test frame
#contexts
nr
np
nf
nfc
nc
28
21
14
12

24
36
46
50

27
17
14
13

(a) TPG in test frame F3 .

1
2
4
6

27
34
56
78

cycle
time
tc

test application
time
T

test
eﬃciency
e

4
2
1
1

108NT P + 216
68NT P + 102
56NT P + 70
78NT P + 91

6.00
9.00
11.00
8.33

test latency λ. As a result, we can reduce the test application
time T with a test frame whose latency is large.
From this table, however, we can also see that a test
frame in which the number of PEs for TPGs and RAs is
small cannot always achieve small test application time.
Test frame F4 achieves 50 PEUTs, which is larger than 46
ones by test frame F3 , whereas the cycle time of F4 is not
smaller than that of F3 and the latency of F4 is larger than
that of F3 . Accordingly, in spite of reduction in the number
of PEs for the TPG and RAs, the test application time with
F4 increases compared to that with F3 .
We can verify such optimality of test frames for reduction in test application time by means of test eﬃciency, expressed as
e = n p /(n f c tc ).

(4)

This equation means the ratio of the total number of functions of PEs are tested by one PE. The rightmost column
in Table 1 shows test eﬃciencies of test frames F1 through
F4 . As shown, the test eﬃciency of F3 is maximum, which
means that F3 is the best test frame for reducing the test
application time. Thus, there exists an optimal test frame
which can minimize the test application time.
(b) TPG in test frame F4 .
Fig. 7

Diﬀerent TPG designs.

of PEs for the TPG, PEUTs and RAs, the cycle time (or
the number of contexts) and the test application time, we
designed several test frames and estimated them as shown
in Table 1 and Fig. 7† . Here, we assume that the time T L
required for loading configuration data is zero. Note that as
the index of test frame Fi (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) increases, the test
latency λ also increases. Designing the RAs whose latency
is the same as that of the TPG in each test frame (F2 , F3 , F4 )
for the purpose of pipeline application, in the same way as
the TPG and RA of test frame F1 in Fig. 4, we can calculate
the test latency at λ = 2 × n f c + 1, where n f c is the latency
of the TPG and RAs and the latency of the PEUTs is one.
Note that, unlike conventional FPGAs, a DRP can reconfigure itself at every cycle by switching the contexts.
Therefore, as shown in Table 1, while reducing the number (nt + nr ) of PEs used for the TPG and RAs (i.e., sharing the PEs), we can increase the number n p of PEUTs that
are tested simultaneously in every test frame. Although a
test frame with small TPGs and RAs requires many contexts
(nc = n f n f c ) due to dynamic reconfiguration, the cycle time
tc of the test frame decreases according to the increase in

3.4 Case Study
To ascertain the validity of this TPG configuration, we made
preliminary experiments. In these experiments, we targeted
the functions implemented by the ALU and DMU of a PE,
e.g., ADD, SUB, AND (corresponding to the ALU), SRL
(shift right logical) and SLL (shift left logical) (corresponding to the DMU), etc. We designed several combinational
circuits which can execute these functions of the ALU and
DMU, and then applied test patterns generated by several
LFSRs, which are implemented by the TPG configuration,
to the designed circuits. As a result we found out an appropriate LFSR (a feedback polynomial and a seed) that can
detect all testable (non-redundant) stuck-at faults in any of
the combinational circuits with 3, 000 test patterns enough.
This means that the configured TPG can generate eﬀective
test patterns for the functions implemented by the ALU and
†
Because of the limitation on the output of PEs, the TPG,
shown in Fig. 7 (b), in test frame F4 requires an ingenious scheme
to output a test pattern (v1 , v2 , v3 ), e.g., the value of v1 and the
values of v2 , v3 are separately fed to the PEUTs at distinct clock
cycles. The detailed analysis of this scheme is omitted because the
first objective is to analyze the relationship among the parameters
shown in Table 1.
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In other words, the design of test frames is important to
achieve an eﬃcient test application.
In this paper, we focused mainly on the testing of PEs.
Testing of interconnect and memories as well as controllers
in DRPs is a remaining problem. We shall also discuss the
architecture of testable dynamically reconfigurable processors.
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